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A B S T R A C T 
 

This paper examines the institutional and other funding sources available for 
women entrepreneurs in Nigeria and the challenges faced by them in accessing 
these funds. The paper reveals various policies from previous governments that 
were aimed at exposing women entrepreneurs in Nigeria to funds through estab-
lishment of micro credit institutions in realization of the pivotal role women have 
in economic development most especially in small scale enterprises within ruler 
communities. 
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Introduction 

Female entrepreneurship long went virtually ignored in the academic 
literature and real life of many countries (Radovic-Markovic, 2013).There is 
a general belief that entrepreneurs are people who take advantage of an ex-
isting economic opportunity or investment at a small scale and are passion-
ate about their investment and what they do according to Hefsky (2011), this 
encourages them to take the risk to realize their dreams.  
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In developing economy such as Nigeria ,women are known to play vital 
roles in keeping the family going through their entrepreneurs are skills 
where they seems to augment men who are low income earners or those 
who lost their jobs. This is done through creative ideas and capital input in 
the economy by establishing microenterprise. 

Nigerian women entrepreneurs are a perfect match for this description 
as they are continually engaging in new economic ventures like tailoring, 
sewing, food venturing and a host of other areas like water packaging in 
sachets and garri production using cassava tubers. 

It is based on these narratives that many researchers are of the opinion 
that an entrepreneur is not just someone who take risk and creates new ven-
tures but is actually someone that ensures the growth of his business by be-
ing innovative and applies strategic principles that can guarantee the surviv-
al and growth of her investment. According to Miskin and Rose (2015), an 
entrepreneur is indeed one who is innovative in pursuing the economic in-
vestment to make profit and realize some growth and is willing to be risk 
averse. 

This is the reason why women contributes significantly to the economic 
growth of any nation through the establishment of all kinds of economic 
ventures at the small and medium scales to support the family, society and 
the country where they resides. Iyiola and Azhu (2014) captured this devel-
opment as a process where women create ideas that create job opportunities 
for suppliers and other business ventures. 

In Nigeria, women engaged in micro business to support their hus-
bands’ low earnings where Garba (2011) concludes that they do this for the 
family survival besides their motherly roles of reproduction. This has been 
recognized by many donor agencies as a pivotal agent of poverty reduction 
hence most international organizations now support women to finance their 
investment to augment their income and reduce dependency on men alone 
as observed by Carrington (1994) This viewpoint is based on the challeng-
ing economic difficulties that women are faced with in poor and developing 
African countries like Nigeria. It is based on this realization that Iyiola and 
Azhu (2014) agreed that women in Nigeria are major players in economic 
development as they generate employment opportunities in rural areas 
thereby reducing poverty. This is why Miskin and Rose (2015) portrayed 
entrepreneurs as the inventors and an ‘innovative’ economic organization 
that targets gains and growth under condition of risk and uncertainties. 
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There are numerous sources of funding available in Nigeria for women 
who are engaged in small scales enterprise over the years since the inception 
of democracy in 1999. However, there are bureaucracies associated with 
accessing these funding and also the questions of where to get the needed 
collaterals. This is worrisome because women hardly owe properties move-
able and immovable in their names so it became an obstacle to meet the se-
curity needed by such institutions to release funds to women in Nigeria to 
invest.  

 Majority of operators of informal businesses like street fruits shops to 
apple and food vendor shops are operated by women in Nigeria. This is also 
confirmed by research that this informal sector accounts for almost half of 
economic activities in the country (Soetan, 1997; Thomson, 2002; Aina, 
2003; Garba, 2011).  

There are other factors that limit the full potentials of women in invest-
ing in small business in Nigeria which ranges from political, socio econom-
ic, cultural and family factors. Despite all these, women are seen as opium 
of change in the Nigerian economic development as they are also considered 
less corrupt and more committed in avoiding failure in their chosen entre-
preneur skills where most of them focused essentially on preventing hunger 
in the family by eating the profit and rolling over the capital so as to keep 
the family happy and prevent them becoming a problem to the immediate 
communities where they resides. This accounts for the reason why most 
women do their business along the streets, bus stops and motor parks in Ni-
geria. 

Literature Review /Conceptual Frame Work 

Nigeria has an estimated population of about 190 million people within 
which about 162 million are poor and out of this figure, women account for 
the highest number of the poor (Adepelumi, 2011), this represents one of the 
world highest and worst poverty level. Although there have been many pov-
erty alleviating programs for women entrepreneurs in Nigeria since the oil 
boom era of the 1970s, these programs were to augment the sources of fund-
ing for women entrepreneurs in Nigeria. 

These programs were named according to the successive military re-
gimes as Operation Feed the Nation (OFN), Green Revolution (GR) among 
various agricultural guarantee schemes and agricultural credit facilities that 
were specifically targeted towards women entrepreneurs. Peoples bank was 
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also introduced to target rural women and community banks too to give 
small credits to women in rural areas, these projects were between 1970 and 
1999. 

 According to Adepelumi, (2011), these programs are classified as pre 
and post Structural Adjustment Programs (SAP).Various governments in 
Nigeria introduced rural electrification programs and free adult education to 
encourage Nigerian women entrepreneurs to embark on micro businesses in 
communities to reduce poverty and encourage increased agriculture pro-
grams. The military regime has to complement these programs by establish-
ing the National Commission for Women (NCW) where women project 
related programs could be coordinated so that women will have more access 
to entrepreneur skills and financing. 

The democratic dispensation of 1999 created a federal ministry for 
women affairs to compliment the role of NWC where all issues inhibiting 
the effective involvement of women in economic development will be ad-
dressed. The Buhari administration of 2015 introduced other social interven-
tion schemes like the market money where women are given 10000 naira as 
interest free loan and the only collateral is that a woman must owe a shop 
where she sells. The regime introduced graduate employment scheme 
known as N-power that hires mostly young women graduates to offer com-
plementary support services to communities. 

Although government at all times has tried to make available some in-
centives to support Nigerian women entrepreneur to succeed, but a number 
of factors inhibits their success and access to these funding lines due to sev-
eral challenges such as low capital start off business, high degree of failure 
rates by women in similar ventures, low productivity and difficulty access-
ing available credit lines. These factors have limited the successes of Nige-
rian woman enterprise even though some have overcome these challenges 
and are making tremendous stride in their businesses. (Soetan, 1997; Thom-
son, 2002; Aina, 2003; Farrington, 2006; Barrett, 2006; Mordi, Simpson, 
Singh and Okafor, 2010; Arenius and Minniti, 2003).  

These challenges are similar in all the states selected in the six geopo-
litical regions in Nigeria. These challenges can be overcome if the literate 
levels of Nigerian women who are involved in entrepreneurship are en-
hanced (Aina, 2003).Nigerian women enterprises are also not conscious of 
environmental and economic risk in their investment program. Garba (2011) 
correctly observed that, men have more propensities to risk taking than 
women in Nigeria and this accounted for the reason why men are more suc-
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cessful in entrepreneur business than women in Nigeria and since women 
are also poorer than men, it becomes difficult for them to approach banks 
for facility to invest in their business. (Iheduru, 2002; Thomson, 2002) since 
banks structure their loanable funds strictly for short term business and rigid 
collaterals with high interest rate and sometimes unexplained and concealed 
administrative charges. 

Family constraints and religion are also factors that prevent effective 
involvement in business enterprise in Nigeria since men seem to prevent 
them from being victims of sexual intimidation and cruelty associated with 
business environments. This in most cases encourages women to depend 
largerly on finances of the father, husband or relation and creates dependen-
cy syndrome both on their needs and on the part of decision making. 
(Ghosh, Gupta and Dhar in Konungo, 1998; Mordi, Simpson, Singh and 
Okafor, 2010; Arenius and Minniti, 2003), 

The high degree of failed businesses has discouraged others from ven-
turing in similar enterprise in Nigeria. This has been largely due to women’s 
inability to develop an alternative plan B for their business as opined by 
Mullins 2011. Social classification between men and w0omen is another 
area of constraint as men are always seen more involved during meetings 
and always seems to prevail over women in meetings and negotiations, 
presentation and competitions; Arenius and Minniti, 2003) This  suggests 
that Nigerian women entrepreneurs naturally disadvantaged by this moral 
issues which adversely contributes and result to inferiority complex  in-
creasing her feelings of dependency which obviously affects her entrepre-
neurial growth rate and success (Lorber and Farrell, 1991; Mordi, Simpson, 
Singh and Okafor, 2010; Arenius and Minniti, 2003). These sometimes re-
sult in the question about the self confidence level of women towards their 
business as posited by Kirkwood, 2009 that men are more confidence in 
exploiting baseness opportunities than their female folks and more so men 
are also exposed to investment information than women and this inhibits the 
entrepreneurial prospects of women as lack of information is key to identi-
fying available opportunities.(Mordi, Simpson, Singh and Okafor 2010) 
Both of them also agreed  that. Family structure too is a constraint on the 
Nigerian woman enterprise as the married women are most a tome re-
strained from business venture to look after children and other domestic 
needs of the family. 

Finally Emmanuel (2013) concludes that apart from the identifiable 
challenges stated here, Nigerian woman entrepreneur  are constrained by 
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inadequate government support, lacked access to land, religious and cultural 
restrictions ,weak networking among women and gender discriminations 

Financial Support for Women as Entrepreneurs 

The major sources of founding in all the geo political regions in Nigeria 
is local thrift and loans cooperative societies and the contributions from 
churches and other age grade associations. 

It is also noticed that most women have large children so it has been 
difficult making profit from the trade they engage in due to financial needs 
of the children for hospitals and other educational related expenses, these 
has been a problem for them meeting up the payment schedules stipulated in 
the loan agreements. 

The restriction of some women by religion and family cultures makes it 
difficult for loanable funds to be granted some of them as guarantors have to 
come from the family members. 

Violence and relocation of married couples is another area that restrict 
women having access to loanable funds as it is required for them to stay for 
a minimum period in a location before qualifying for the loans. 

In summary, Emmanuel (2013) sums the challenges facing women en-
trepreneurs in Nigeria as family issues, lack of supports from governments 
and donor agencies, personal characteristics peculiar with women physio-
logical nature, lack of access to capital, markets and adequate information. 
Other challenges identified to be peculiar with Nigerian women are gender 
discrimination, lack of adequate contacts and weak networking power, lack 
of access to critical assets such as land and equipment, cultural and religious 
barriers (Soetan, 1997; Aina, 2003; Olutunla, 2001; Emmanuel, 2013).  

Discussion 

Nigerian government should encourage women by providing more 
loanable opportunities to them that will not be difficult to access by remov-
ing all bureaucracies attached to the application and processing of such 
loans.  

Loans to women entrepreneurs should be made as easy as similar credit 
institutions in Indonesia, china and Bangladesh since they are adjudged to 
have the world’s most successful and efficient banks in the world in dealing 
with micro credit (Aina, 2003; Todaro and Smith, 2009). 
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There should be frequent information to women about available in-
vestment potentials to improve the level of women participation in micro 
and medium businesses. 

Women should not be restricted from forming associations or net work-
ing groups so that they can be able to access and evaluate existing business 
potentials available and sources of grants and funding.  

Women should form cooperative societies supported by international 
donor agencies and relevant government institutions, these can make them 
know the available markets and type of investment they can explore that 
will be more productive and profitable to limit loss and high risk. 

Conclusion 

Based on the geo political analysis in this study, women entrepreneur-
ship in Nigeria has different variation as those in the North are more pro-
tected by family and religious beliefs than the women from the Southern 
East, South West and South parts of Nigeria. There are variations in the lev-
els of women empowerment in the country as women in the southern part of 
the country are more free from family restrictions than the ones in the north 
and national policies seems to favor them in places like Lagos and Calabar 
more than their counterparts in Benue and Taraba where religion and cultur-
al values seems to make women less business active. 

Women from the southern part of Nigeria and the North Central states 
are more business minded than the women from the North West and North 
East where religion restrict rural women from trading and other open market 
trading activities 
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